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Appendix A

San Luis Obispo Downtown Concept Plan
Draft Stakeholder Focus Group Summary
February 1, 2016
This memorandum summarizes the approach, key themes and issues, and responses resulting from a series of
stakeholder interviews conducted as roundtable discussions facilitated by Michael Baker International (Michael
Baker) as part of the review and update of the City’s Downtown Concept Plan.

Overview
Michael Baker conducted a series of roundtable discussions with downtown stakeholders. Stakeholders
represented a broad cross section of interested parties, including downtown businesses owners, downtown
residents, investors and agents for downtown development, nonprofit organizations representing historical
resources, arts and cultural activities and facilities, seniors, students, and special interests such as bicycling,
environmental protection, historic resources, neighborhoods, design, and green building.

Approach
City staff coordinated the selection and invitation of 48 stakeholders. The list of stakeholders is provided as
Attachment A. Working with the City, Michael Baker developed a list of questions that would inform discussion
of the downtown’s strengths, assets, challenges, issues, opportunities, threats, and big ideas. The responses
will inform the ongoing engagement with the community, which will confirm the vision for downtown and
update the Downtown Concept Plan. City staff provided the questions to participants by e-mail in advance of
each meeting. The questionnaire is included as Attachment B. Michael Baker hosted six meetings of
stakeholders on January 19 and 20. Each group convened for 90 minutes for a facilitated discussion of the
questions. Michael Baker’s project manager, Loreli Cappel, facilitated the meetings; observers included Rebecca
Gershow, the City’s project manager; and Michael Baker’s project director, Tammy Seale, (groups 1, 2, 4, 5,
and 6) or Amy Sinsheimer (group 3). The meetings were held at the Michael Baker office at 1026 Chorro Street
(groups 1, 4, 5, and 6) or the City’s Community Development and Public Works Department conference room at
919 Palm Street (groups 2 and 3).
During the discussions, stakeholders were encouraged to provide not only specific answers but anecdotal
information about their experiences with successful and unsuccessful renewable energy projects in San Luis
Obispo County. Interview results are organized by question in the appendix to protect the anonymity of
interviewees. After each group meetings, stakeholders were thanked for their participation, invited to provide
written comments, and encouraged to stay involved as the project progresses.
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Impressions Represented by Key Words
Downtown SLO has a comfortable scale that is walkable, vibrant, and historic.
Stakeholders have a predominantly positive impression.
 The most common responses: comfortable scale, walkable, vibrant, and historic.
 Soulful, heart of the city, a source of identity, unique, and beautiful were each mentioned once, but as a
group, the responses indicate that stakeholders appreciate the cumulative qualities of place and people
offered in the downtown.
 Entertaining, inviting, exciting, fun, enjoyable, and friendly were also each mentioned once. Together,
these descriptors demonstrate joy. Many stakeholders enjoy the experience of being in downtown.
Fewer people identified negative impressions. Those who did used words like:
 Unsafe
 Congested
 Sterilized by global brands
 Going downhill
 Poor/minimal maintenance of public realm areas
 Inconvenient
 Lacking diversity
A few words or could be interpreted as neutral, positive, or negative depending on the person or interest.
 Evolving
 Touristy
 Sleepy
Unique, but notable comments:
 The Mission is a “crown jewel.”
 Downtown has become a place for 20-somethings.
 Want a plan for people to live in the downtown.

Enjoyment Comes in Many Forms
Social serendipity, experience of place, nature, arts, culture, and character
When asked about what people enjoy about downtown SLO, the most frequent stakeholder responses reflect
social and serendipitous interactions offered by:
 Small stores and boutiques
 Coffee shops
 Outdoor eating
 Local ownership
 Spaces in between to facilitate engagement and chance encounters
 Organic character
 An abundance of people enjoying themselves
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Stakeholders also talked about aspects of the physical environment, including both built and natural
surroundings.
They appreciate the built environment and the feel created by it, including:
 Historic buildings
 Atmosphere, ambiance, and sense of place
 Diversity of styles, layout, aesthetics
They enjoy the nature both in and around downtown.
 Creek, creek, creek!
 Trees and parks
 Sunshine
 Proximity to and views of hills
Several stakeholders highlighted arts and culture, specifically mentioning:
 Concerts
 Events
 Movie theaters
 Mission Plaza

Issues and Challenges
Homelessness, rents and retail mix, walkability, parking, and height
The issues and challenges mentioned by stakeholders were wide-ranging and fell into four broad categories:
1. Social behavior, safety, and maintenance
2. Mobility and parking
3. Land uses, tenant mix, and land economics
4. Urban form and intensity
In each category, the level of concern ranged from high to low.
The highest levels of concern were about:
 Homelessness, specifically behavior and permanency of the homeless in downtown and along the
creek
 High rents and chain stores
 Building height
 Automobile focus of current transportation network
 Parking
 Pedestrian safety and mobility
 Bars and bar-related impacts
 Lack of residential housing opportunities in downtown
Stakeholders also expressed concern about:
 Safety
 Bicycle mobility and infrastructure
 Residential/mixed use
 Trash
 Vandalism
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Noise in residential areas adjacent to downtown
Multimodal transit
Higuera and Marsh Street circulation
Zoning and urban form
Nonprofits

Stakeholders expressed the most disagreement about building height. A clear split exists between stakeholders
who want shorter buildings (1–3 stories) and those who want to see height and density increased (3–5+
stories). Although stakeholders may disagree about height, an underlying value is common. Open space
protection is important. Some people want to be able to experience the joy of the views of the open space and
hills from downtown and would like height limited to protect views. Others, supportive of growth in the city,
want to protect open space and prefer higher density and height in downtown to avoid conversion of open
space and the hillsides that surround the city.
The following table illustrates the comparative levels of concern among stakeholders.
Social Behavior, Safety,
Maintenance
▪▪▪▪▪
Homelessness
▪▪▪▪▪
▪▪

Overconcentration ▪▪▪▪▪
▪▪▪
of bars, alcoholinduced behavior
▪▪▪▪▪
Safety (general)

Mobility & Parking
Pedestrians &
pedestrian
infrastructure
Parking & car
dominance

Trash

▪▪▪

Bicyclists & bicycle
infrastructure
Multimodal transit

Noise

▪▪

Higuera & Marsh

Uses, Tenants,
Economics
▪▪▪▪▪ High rents,
▪▪▪▪▪
▪▪▪▪ chain stores,
▪▪▪▪▪
diversity
▪▪▪▪▪
▪▪▪▪
▪▪▪▪

Housing

▪▪▪

▪▪▪

▪

▪▪▪

Restrictive
zoning
Nonprofits, but
no affordable
space

▪

Urban Form &
Intensity
▪▪▪▪▪
Buildings too
high & impact
views
Increase height, ▪▪▪▪▪
increase
density

Diversity of
form
Form-based
code

▪
▪

Solutions
Many solutions were suggested, but need to be further examined and developed, particularly
for the most salient concerns.
Stakeholders tended to offer more issues or challenges than solutions; however, many ideas were suggested.
The following suggestions reflect a few compelling themes that may guide the development of solutions.

Theme 1: Active mobility
Make active mobility (walking, biking, shuttling) easier than using single-occupant vehicles in the downtown
core and prepare for future transportation behaviors and demands. Specific suggestions included:
Bike facilities
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 More bike boulevards (Nipomo)
Buffered lanes
 Bicycle superhighway
Sharrows
 Bike lanes through downtown
Bike sharing sponsored by Cal Poly or the
City
 Parklets with bike parking
Street redesign
 Car-free/street closures/shared spaces/removing travel lanes
 Parklets
 Higuera St: Remove on-street parking, alter circulation, and install bike improvements




Parking
 New parking structure (Nipomo)
 Shuttles to/from parking structures
Pedestrian support and transportation alternatives
 Separate pedestrians from vehicles at
signalized intersections and allow
scrambled crossing or allow pedestrian
lead time to increase safety
 Wider sidewalks
 Anticipate autonomous vehicles



Removing on street parking



Pedestrian pathways with amenities like art
and historic interpretation
Pedestrian-activated signals
Add drop-off/pick-up areas for Lyft, Zipcar,
limited mobility passengers, and the future
autonomous vehicle




Theme 2: Live and be fulfilled
Plan for and create a diverse downtown where people live, fulfill daily needs, work good jobs, and are
entertained.









Add more residential housing downtown; including a mix of affordability and type
Add outdoor spaces on rooftops
Limit building heights to keep the views
Allow height with setbacks or midblock
More variety of entertainment options
Add art in public spaces
Add more garbage cans and public restrooms
Preserve and celebrate our history

Theme 3: Programmatic changes

Change how we do business to help implement the future downtown we envision








Improved maintenance of lights, sidewalks, trees, benches, and waste containers through a
maintenance assessment district
Parking supported by employers and merchants
Better/more creative management of parking lots
Adopt new standards for height and setbacks (considering ways to protect views while achieving
density that preserves green space)
Use form-based codes
Transfer of development rights
Enforce noise ordinance
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Promote/encourage local businesses; financial incentives
Assessment on bars for clean-up
Do view and shading analysis for new projects
Limit alcohol permits downtown
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Questions & Responses
1. What is your overall impression of downtown SLO? List 1–2 key words that describe downtown.
Tally

Key Word

Tally

Key Word

**

Active/lively/active lifestyle

*

In an evolution

*

Adaptive

*

In transition

*

Alive

*

Interesting

*

Ambiance

**

Inviting

**

Arts, culture, museums, theater

*

Legible

*

Attractive

*

Oversaturation

*

Balance of nature and urban setting

*

A people place

*

Boring/lacking options

*

Pedestrian focused

*

Charming

*

Quality

**

College town

*

Run down/dirty

*

Comfortable

**

Sleepy

*

Compact/center

********

Small scale/small town feel/great
scale/quaint

**

Congested

*

Small shops

*

Connected

*

Sophisticated details

**

Creek/creek walk

*

Soulful symphony

*

Culture

*

Special (for residents & visitors)

*

Disneyfied

*

Synergistic

*

Eclectic mix

*

Texture (buildings & detail)
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Tally

Key Word

Tally

Key Word

**

Enjoyable

*

The heartbeat

**

Entertaining

*

Tourist oriented

*

Exciting

*

Unengaging

*

Farmers market

*

Un-diverse (more non-restaurant)

*****

Friendly/familiar

*

Unique

*

Funky

*

Unsafe

*

Gathering place/social hub

***

Vibrant

**

Generic/anywhere USA chain retail

**

Views of hills

*

Grow smart

********

Walkable/accessible

***

Historic/historic buildings (Mission is
“crown jewel”)

*

Weather

*

Homogenous in business
types/people/food
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2. What do you enjoy about downtown SLO?
Tally
***

***

Key Word
Arts, culture, museums

Tally
*****

Key Word
Small shops

Organic character, not contrived

Coffee shops, boutique stores

Events, movie theaters, concerts

Diversity of businesses

Atmosphere/ambiance

*

Small-town character

*

Sophisticated details

Sense of place
Diversity of styles
*****

Food/eating outdoors
Novo’s patio

****

History/historic buildings

*

Spaces in between

*

Layout, aesthetics

***

Trees, parks

**

Local ownership/familiarity

*

Urban without high rises

***

People: engaged, with diverse reasons
for being downtown (tourists, residents,
workers)

***

Walkable/midblock promenades
Walking paths

Chance encounters
Abundance of people who enjoy it
***

Proximity to nature

**

Views of hills

Sunshine
Mission Plaza
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3. What are downtown SLO’s top issues or challenges (i.e., as relates to development patterns, transportation,
aesthetics, parking, pedestrian accessibility, safety, Mission Plaza, etc.)? Do you have ideas for solutions to
these issues or challenges?

Tally

Issue

*

Accessibility

*
*

Amazon effect
Art and culture (lack of)

****

Bars (overconcentration)
 Drunks on the street, public
urination
 Trash left by patrons
Bikeability

***
***

Building heights
 Proliferation of tall buildings – that’s
not what residents want
 Loss of views

*
*

Cars too dominant
Changing urban form
 Increasing height and density while
protecting charm/character
 Losing the scale that kept the city
looking attractive and intimate
*
City communication (lack of)
*
Code enforcement (lack of)
***** Diversity
*
 Business/demographic
 Economic, retail, and entertainment
 Nothing but chain stores that can be
found everywhere else
 Too many chains and not enough
retail diversity
 Mix and affordability of tenant
spaces
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Solutions
Nighttime buses (especially at Poly and Cuesta)

More entertainment venues (i.e., not just bars) for families
and students who don’t drink
Need venue (SLO Brew)
Limit alcohol permits downtown
Assessment District on bars for cleanup
Limit the number of bars downtown
Bike share
Bike corral/parklet
Bike valets
Limit height of development to keep the views
35 feet for kids museum, 50 feet in historic downtown, 65
feet adjacent, 75 feet outside
Reduce height to 50 feet
Moratorium or maximum density overlay
Require shading analysis for proposed projects to protect
views
Take overall elevation into account
Height maybe ok midblock, but not at corners
Well-defined setbacks with increased height
Outdoor spaces on rooftops
Transfer of development rights/amenities to other properties
Form-based code
Much more residential downtown

More residential results in more support for small businesses
Financial incentives for small businesses
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**
*

Density and growth (need)
Expansion across Santa Rosa

*
*

Fremont maintenance
Family-oriented entertainment (need
more)
High rents deter diversity

***
*

Higuera & Marsh
 Handicap accessibility
 Circulate like a network
 Legibility, wayfinding
*
Historic preservation
***** Homeless
****
 Uncomfortable to pass
 Feels unsafe
***
Housing
 Prices vs. possible income
 Stock deteriorating and limited for
homebuyers, especially for first-time
homebuyers
 Attempts to redevelop taller
buildings for residences
 Attempts to add housing in mixeduse projects without nearby daily
needs stores
*
Genuine public input in planning (lack
of)
 Backroom deals
 Lack of concern for downtown
residential neighborhoods
*
***
*
*
*
*

Jobs/housing imbalance
Multimodal options (lack of)
Natural landscape (maintaining it in face
of development)
Noise
Oil trains
Owner occupancy rates (low)
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Parking garage on northeast side of Santa Rosa, convert
Monterey Southwest of Santa Rose into a pedestrian
promenade (i.e., 3rd Street)

Residential components off of Higuera up on Monterey
Limit expensive shopping places
Reduce Higuera and Marsh to two travel lanes and add
separated bike lanes and wider sidewalks

Housing-first model

Create a more transparent process for selling our public
spaces
Follow the General Plan and actively engage residents –
presently residents have to pore through the City’s website to
locate information
Make an effort to inform residents about what is being
planned
Ride On

Place decibel limit on microphones and enforce it
Owner-occupied ordinance
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***** Parking
 We’ll have too much at this rate
 Pressure for parking in
neighborhoods is making ingress
and egress very dangerous at
driveways
 On-street parking too close to
corners, which reduces visibility and
blocks pedestrian access at corners
 Oversized SUVs limit visibility at
driveways and make the street more
narrow
 Too much on-street parking
*
Remain relevant
***
Sidewalks (narrow, crowded)
*
Small-town character (losing it)
***** Streets and safety
 Speeds
 Bicyclists – lack safe paths, disobey
traffic rules
 Safety for pedestrians and cyclists
(while maintaining vehicular
accessibility)
 Safety at night, including safety for
pedestrians
 9–9 environment
*
Tree lighting
 Who is responsible – City or
Downtown Association?
 Ambiance added, but is high cost
and a maintenance issue
***
Trash and debris
 Trash left behind by patrons
 Subpar pick-up services
 Lack of street sweeping in
neighborhoods
*
*

Bike share (see Santa Barbara, Santa Clara)
Systematically paint curbs and mark the legal parking spaces
Add Nipomo parking garage
Offer shuttle
Provide more ADA/drop-off areas

Traffic calming
Road diets
Make it hard/slow to get to downtown
Protected bike lanes
Make it easier for bikes, harder for cars
Bike corrals
Pedestrian scrambles rather than midblock crossings
Lighting
SLO SafeRide

Business owners to maintain sidewalk cleaning
Put garbage cans on streets at the edges of downtown Charge
a higher cost on bottles and drinks to pay for picking them up
throughout the neighborhoods
Alternate parking one night a week so the sweeper can sweep
the edges of the street rather than just the center

Underdeveloped blocks
Venue (lack of)
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4. Imagine the ideal future downtown SLO. Consider land uses, transportation options, businesses, and
features that would attract you and other people to downtown.

Big
Ideas

Tally
*
*
*****
**

Cap California to Broad with a “lid” over 101 and create public space to join bisected parts of
the city
“Elevate” fast traffic and a second entrance to downtown (like Seattle monorail)
Highline Park
Garden Street–type projects (no cars, scale, local merchants)
Car-free downtown
Hyperloop (Elon Musk, connect to RR square)
Key Word
24-hour environment

Tally
*
*
**

*
*

Alive
Architectural styles
 Mix, diversity
 Iconic
 New City Hall
 Preserve character;
 Restore/preserve historic buildings
Arts, culture, diversity
 Art in public places
 Strengthened and unified cultural
core
 Art in the park event
Bicycles
 Better facilities
 Complete extension of bike
boulevard
 Increase ridership
 Bike share program
 Expand bike valet throughout
downtown
Buildings (taller, but not too tall and
respectful of views and scale)
Balance urban and natural
Cars, fewer cars in downtown

***

Clean air/less pollution

*****
***

*****

*****
****

****
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Key Word
Intensity
 Incentives for property owners
Interesting
Lifestyle downtown
 Family and people
 Friendly
 Park, dining, and living center
(disintegrates retail)

***

Livable

*

Maintenance – needs to be
addressed by City, not Downtown
Association

*

Mixed use, multimodal hub

*
*

Open/gathering space (more)
Opportunity sites (Wells Fargo by
Takkens, creamery)
Parking
 Structuring
 Nipomo garage
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Tally

Key Word

Tally

**

Clean, but not sterile

*

*
*

Communicative
Connected

**
*****
**

***

Cooperative
 Shared marketplace
 Co-work space
Cultural corridor (dogleg at Mission with
greenery)
Density

*

*
*
*****
*****
***

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Public/private collaboration

***

Resident-serving uses, market,
anchor department store
Rooftops (activate)
 Integrate open spaces on
rooftops
 Places for hosting venues

Diversity
**
 Eclectic mix of people
 Demographic
 Economics/income levels
 Retail
 Food
 More local businesses/fewer generic
chains
 Healthy balance of local versus
chain stores
Education, Cal Poly classrooms, studio
*
downtown
Enterprise zone
Familiar
Fremont Street – Civic Plaza and street
closure
Garden Street closure
Grocery market
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Key Word
 No more surface lots
 Less on-street parking
 Anticipate the possibility of no
parking
Parking garages, repurpose,
transitional building (don’t ramp
floors/flat building)
Paseo network
Pedestrian
 More walkable
 Not auto-centric
 Pedestrian plan to connect
hospitality/upper Monterey
People
 Eclectic mix

*
***
****
*
*

Santa Rosa – something to draw
people north of Santa Rosa, a deadend cutoff
Safe
Sidewalks (larger)
Shuttles
 To/from garages
Traffic, calm and reduce speeds
Technology integrated into plan,
such as autonomous cars
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Tally
*

***
*****
****

Key Word
High-tech, large firms

Tally
*****

Higuera/Marsh – walkable like 3rd Street
Promenade with parking on fringe
Housing
 More and more options
 Inclusionary
 Affordable
 All

*
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Key Word
Venues for
 Art exhibits
 Entertainment
 Meetings
 Farmers market
 Big events
Walk streets/shared space (Mission
dogleg, Nipomo to Mission)
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5. What could we do to make it easier to get to, and travel within, downtown?
Tally

Key Word

Tally

Key Word

*

Bike facilities, buffered bike lanes

*

Parking, better management

*****
*
*

Bike facilities, better

*

Bike facilities, sharrows

****

Parking programs offered by
employers/merchants
Parklets (with bike parking)

*****

Bike share program

***

Paseos, more

*

Benches, more

*

Pavement surfaces, better

**

Car-free street, closure

*

*

Cars, fewer

*

Pedestrian paths with ample
art/history walk
Pedestrian signals

***

Crossings, scramble intersections

*

Pick-up locations for Lyft/Zipcar

*

Crossings, more midblock

*

*

Higuera, bike facilities

*

Pick-up locations, more passenger
pickup/loading/unloading zones
Rideshare incentives

****

Higuera, remove on-street parking

*

Higuera at Marsh, road diet, go to twoway
Nipomo bike boulevard
Nipomo/Palm parking structure

*****
***
*

Shuttle services (free – paid by
garages)
Superhighway for bikes

*

Wayfinding/signage

*
*****
***
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San Luis Obispo Downtown Concept Plan

Workshop 2 Mapping Activity Summary
March 5, 2016

Public Spaces:
 (Extra Table) –
o Discussion around block south of Mission
o Discussion about creek along Children’s Museum
o Block constrained by new mixed use project being built
o Keep dog‐leg open for safety (residents of that block)
o Discussion moved to park, community gardens, activities, connect to downtown
 (Red Table) –
o Open up Mission Mall to Higuera Street and enhance plaza space along creek
o Allow higher tower or roof garden elements on buildings that provide plaza or green
space
o Enhance and add green space along creek (walkable green space with dining)
o More rooftop plazas and green space
 (Yellow Table) –
o Performance space at Mitchel Park
o Roof top public open space (palm street structure roof)
o Pocket park at Chorro and Marsh
o Pocket park along creek
o More pocket parks
o Pocket park at Garden Street.
o Beautify Chorro under Hwy 101
o Green space instead of surface parking at Chorro and Marsh
 (Green Table?) –
o *Mission plaza – Active/Cultural Spaces
o *Creek near Creamery Parking lot ‐ Paseo
o *Uptown in the vicinity of Montery between Johnson and pepper
o Mitchell as exercise park
o Expansion of Mission – close off‐street. Low use side streets
o Pocket parks in creek areas
o Exercise park at end of Mission Plaza
 (Blue Table) –
o Green space
o Paseo at Garden Street between Marsh & Higuera and Broad and Garden
o Plaza at Fremont Theater
o Minority report = B. Green Space at Marsh Street south of Osos (corridor wide)

Mobility:
 (Extra Table) –
o Discussion on car light streets around park
o Keep ADA parking available on downtown streets
o Marsh could be two way
o Santa Rosa complete street
o Marsh complete street
o Monterey car‐light street
 (Red Table) –
o 4 way stop at choro and peach – accident central!
o 4 way stop at Chorro and Mill – pause the gunning of engines down the hill
o I vote for closing Monterey only between Santa Rosa and Osos for special events
o Need median on Santa Rosa
o Better signage for parking structure
 (Yellow Table) –
o Monterey and Higuera
o Marsh St. – complete street Nipomo to Santa Rosa
o Higuera – Ped only Santa Rosa to Nipomo
o Garden Street
o Chorro Street
o Dog Leg (Monterey to Broad
o Monterey (Santa Rosa to Osos)
o Monterey (Santa Rosa to Chorro) car‐light
o Marsh – 2‐way with no parking
o Higuera open to public transit only
 (Green Table?) –
o *Marsh – complete Street
o *Higuera (W to E) complete street transitioning to closed at Nipomo to Santa Rosa
o *Monterey – Car light then closed at Broad, Car light from Chorro to Santa rosa, then
complete street through California
o Marsh needs traffic calming and more peds/bikes
o Make Marsh 2 way
o Alternative parking is needed if we remove parking on Marsh for Ped/bike
o Marsh – Car light between Nipomo and Osos
o No crosswalks without a traffic light/signal
o Scramble at all crossings in downtown
o Remove downtown on‐street parking and replace with public amenities, encourage
alternate transportation, safer pedestrian experience, leads the way toward full street
closure.
o Must find more parking (replacement parking) in car light areas
o Scramble at Chorro and Marsh
o Close Higuera from Osos to Nipomo for paseo
o Commercial circulation early am (closed after 10am)
o Close off Monterey St on weekends for activities



o Dog‐leg car light with temporary car free
o Improve freeway offramps to ease traffic on Marsh Street.
o Car light on Monterey should end at Osos
(Blue Table) –
o Minority report ‐ Higuera as a complete street Get rid of all cars in Center Ct.

Heights:
 (Extra Table) –
o A couple of landmarks in downtown (next to 101 gateway)
o South of Downtown
o Downtown keeping 2 or 3 stories
 (Red Table) –
o *Core – Go back to 50’
o *North end – Increase heights on internal areas of block. Housing ok at 75’ here. Need
more green space here.
o *South end – Heights varied. Preserve views to Madonna/Cerro San Luis. Need more
green space. Allow higher densities with active street life on west side of lower Higuera
with ped line to promontory and over /under to Madonna/Cerro San Luis hiking rail and
to Laguna lake.
o Disconnect between focusing on height only and the fact that contain densities drive
economic viability for mom and pop businesses
o Consider north side v. south side of the street – light and shading
o Add residential above existing commercial
 (Yellow Table) –
o Shading is a concern
o Tall buildings ok with workforce housing
o Keep buildings shorter above Monterey
o Keep 45’ height limit North of Santa Rosa
o Setback upper stories after 2 floors
o Wind tunnel effect with tall buildings
 (Green Table) –
o South Downtown ‐ More density is ok but only if interspersed with green space
o Downtown – Keep it as is
o Uptown – Keep it as is
 (Blue Table) –
o No change in downtown core
o Maintein view sheds
o Add hight with setback at outer sements (North and South downtown) but divided as
group
o City entrances
 (White Table) –
o South Downtown ‐ 3 stories
o Central Downtown – 3 stories
o North Downtown – Don’t exceed 4 stories

Views:
 (Extra Table) –
o Plaza/Mission to Morro Street Views
o Monterey to the North (Cuesta)
o County Building to the Hills (Cuesta)
o Roof gardens/uses on top of parking structure
 (GreenTable) –
o Bishops Peak from Nipomo St. and creek
o Views from surrounding neighborhoods and parks
o Viewshed issue – for me it’s all about sense of openness. One can have this without a
particular view. Sense of openness is critical and what we are losing.
o View of Bishops Peak from Palm to Nipomo
 (Blue Table) –
o Preserve Hill Views

“What I learned” Summary:


(Blue Table)
o Terrific, Thank you!
o Group was generally agreeable and open to one another. General consensus is no added
height. I oppose building above 45’ outside downtown core.
o Height limit 50’
o Height limit 45’
o Our group felt that nearly all growth/change is not good for SLO. I disagreed.
o Support for car free on Broad street (from Palm to Monterey)
o Many people care about downtown
o If one participant voice is heard or compromises (knowing how many views there are
some very strong opinions).
o I learned that most people would like the heights to stay the same.



(Red Table)
o Most folks don’t mind height south of Nipomo and North of Santa Rosa
o We like different things to keep SLO a happy place to live
o People are supportive of higher building if the height is variety and taller away from
street
o Love of rooftop spaces (allows mixed use within same block)
o Cohesiveness of groups



(White Table)
o So many people care about our downtown
o More consensus than I expected about wanting to preserve small town charm.
o People had their own passion and wanted their concerns heard.
o There are a lot of good ideas and a lot of concerned townspeople.

o
o

It reinforces my feelings that residents in SLO care very deeply about the future of their
town.
Gratifying to hear each other well. We all worked pretty well together.



(__________________Table)
o SLO is a city with concerned, protective and proud humans. SLO is loved
o I am not an outlier in wanting to preserve a small town low built, friendly SLO
o Most agree on generals. The devil is in the details – Good luck! I liked the height
discussion
o Almost impossible to get a consensus except in general people like the status quo – very
little change from existing.
o The consensus was to maintain 45’ height limits. Keep downtown pedestrian friendly,
maintain views.
o It will take a quality downtown to attract people to move to the core to live.
o I learned we should discuss goals before we try to solve the problem we haven’t even
identified yet.
o Views are an important part of SLO. Height is important to consider in each project.
o Everyone has a unique perspective and no one has a perspective on everything.



(__________________Table)
o I believe that this exercise attempts to give an impression of caring that does not exist.
o I learned through participate in the LUCE that the City admin and council ignored
opinions.
o Many different opinions are valuable but the City often disregards input and
follows/allows money to have more influence.
o Most did not want height in downtown core. We do not want to lose small town feeling,
views. Trolleys or shuttles would be great.
o This is complicated.
o Participation.



(__________________Table)
o We are all passionate about our hometown
o It is important to have a cross section of folks (representing a diverse sampling of
constituents and concerns) in order to create an engaged, informed and dedicated
design that serves and reflects the concerns and issues important to the people of SLO.



(__________________Table)
o That there are a lot of conflicting ideas about what the future holds for SLO.
o Great group!! Too much too fast. Would be better with longer discussions.
o More consensus than I expected
o This has been a valuable exercise from beginning to end. Thanks! I hope you get what
the community loves and wants to keep. I got it!
o People want to preserve feeling of downtown as it exists – changes to
enhance/maintain current feel.

o



Liked working and talking with others who share my opinion to keep downtown charm.

(__________________Table)
o Views are important.
o More people are agreeable to street closures than I expected
o I learned about the building height limits.
o Restrict densities relative to balance between commercial and living/open space.
Maintain and enhance view shed and restrict traffic through height limits.
o Lot of good ideas to add green space downtown and decrease traffic. Make it more ped
friendly!
o A deeper understanding of building height regulations in SLO and the needs of the
downtown retailers. Strong feelings and views.

Misc Comments:







(Overflow Table) Please fix Pismo Street hillside between Morro & Chorro
(Overflow Table) The group seems to prefer downtown core to stay the same in terms of
development. Fill in vacant lots with higher buildings rather than redeveloping existing
(Black Table) We need to accommodate parking even if we take cars off the street.
(Black Table) I am unsure of the purpose of this exercise – we are surrounded by incredible
beauty. If the idea is to quantify the importance of a single view in the negating of another,
then I think this exercise is fruitless.
(Green Table) City needs to place infrastructure where they see development moving in.

Appendix E

VISUAL PREFERENCE SURVEY
DOWNTOWN CONCEPT PLAN

Community Workshop Day #2 | February 27, 2016

PROJECT AREA

WHAT IS A
VISUAL PREFERENCE SURVEY?
A Visual Preference Survey helps define the architecture
styles, streetscapes, and activity types that are
aesthetically appealing to community members.
By identifying which elements are more or less
appropriate for Downtown San Luis Obispo, we can
shape a future where the built environment matches
the community’s desires and needs.
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Appendix F

SLO DTCP Neighborhood Meeting Comments
4/18 & 19
*indicates Meeting # 2 comments

Issues and concerns
Parking and Traffic–
***Lack of adequate parking downtown
*Vehicles cutting through neighborhoods
******Traffic volumes, aggressive drivers, Neighborhood shortcuts
***Frequency of transit opportunities
***Conflict between ped/bike/vehicles (safe route to school, safe bike parking, streets designed for
vehicles)
******* Parking spill over into neighborhoods
*Parking district burdens residents
Lack of loading/pick‐up and drop off zones
Few bike parking options
Too many underutilized surface parking lots
Traffic Speed (from fwy offramps)
Traffic noise and speeds
Lack of education about downtown parking options

Facilities/Operations ‐
***Not enough trash receptacles or restrooms
*Recycle center limitations
Poor street lighting (Osos)
Tree maintenance
Lack of activity options in the evening

Mass/Scale ‐
*********** Need limitations on new building height

***Impacts of climate change on our environment
**Noise impacts (from airport/traffic)
Development is becoming increasingly too dense
Wind sheer noise impacts

Setting –
***********Crime/Vandalism/Overconcentration of bars
***Homelessness/uncomfortable environment

*Air Quality/Pollution
*Safety
*Walk thru traffic in neighborhoods
Number of alcohol outlets Vs. population (spilling over into neighborhoods)
Cleanliness
Volume of construction downtown (noise and parking impacts)

Open Space
Parks not as family friendly

Mission Plaza – Construction in plaza during graduation ceremonies, homelessness, need a
variety of events year round

Housing
***Lack of neighborhood market
*Lack of affordable options (sale/rent)
Imbalance between residents and visitors

Pedestrians
******Narrow sidewalks/obstructions
*Crossing times at cross walks

*Need visual cues at crossings/pavement change
*Conflict between peds and autos
Trip Hazards/ADA
Curb cuts are too narrow/high

Historic Character
****Connections between ped traffic and business retention (small business not chains)
*Loss/impacts to historic character

Economics
*High rents
*High real estate costs
**Rental Housing stock (condition/cost/supply) – lack of on campus housing
*Empty storefronts/commercial spaces
Businesses closing – limited shopping options
Loss of local businesses

Growth
Rate of growth
Lack of diverse downtown uses
Economic demographic imbalance
Policies that encourage density/mass/scale increases
*****Blocked views as downtown grows
Resident influence in decision making for building heights

Policy Enforcement
*****Lack of enforcement of existing policies and development standards
Public comment not reflected in decision making

What do you Love about Living Downtown?

Connection to Nature
*****************Views (to hills)
***** Sun on streets
***Creeks
***trees along streets
**parks
***Open space protection

Small Town Feel
****True downtown sense of community
************Historic character and neighborhoods
***Rural/simple feel
*Architecture
**Small businesses
***Neighbors/Families/visiting
Ability to participate/voice concerns
*2 neighborhood schools

Bicycle infrastructure
***Bike Boulevards

Proximity
********************Walkability/Not needing a car

Art/Culture
*****Fairs/Events/Music in park
**Public Art, art museum
Cultural experiences in general
*Art (want more opportunities to express)

Ideas & Opportunities
Crosswalks
**Reflective lines on crosswalks
*Mid block crossings
Lengthen crossing times
Wider curb ramps
Scramble intersections

Pedestrian and bike infrastructure‐
******Promote walking/bike riding through infrastructure
****Improve downtown pedestrian access/connections to surrounding areas/to parking structures
***Increase trash/restroom facilities further out to downtown perimeter
**More safe routes to school
*** Bike lanes
****Road diets – widen sidewalks (Higuera and Marsh)
****Close Monterey from Chorro to Osos
double fines for downtown driving issues (yield to peds and bikes)
*Close Higuera to cars
**Bulbouts, medians on streets, improved crosswalks
Additional bike signage
***Secure bike parking/longer bike racks/family bikes/bike barn/within businesses
Businesses responsible for sidewalk maintenance/cleaning
Well‐lit streets

Traffic & Parking‐
***Encourage parking structures/eliminate surface lots/and on street (in lieu of ped/bike street
improvement)
*Employers responsible for employee parking/flex metering
Possibility to convert parking structures once cars are less popular

*Traffic calming
****Structurs/Parking specifically for employees
Trolleys, increase ease of access to parking structures

Trees/Nature‐
*******“Tree conservation corps” – preserve rather than replace. More sustainable approach
Flower planers/hanging pots
***Increase public park space
Highlight underground creek through paving/signage/

Art –
* More public art, could use art to improve crosswalks
*Cultural district
*Ludwick Center – Arts based intervention program or jobs development for youth and/or homeless
Improved cultural/arts
Celebratory events/decorations for holidays

Housing/Density ‐
* Decrease density as you move away from downtown
***encourage downtown housing
*Solar access with buildings
*Don’t build more without secure water

Neighborhood Amenities –
**More local shopping opportunities
*Family friendly activities/more variety
Pocket parks
Community gardens
Food/market vendors
Recycling center

Dog friendly
Improve car share

Other
Incentives for non profit clusters (creation of event spaces, shared workspace, cultural arts
experience/centers)
**Increase activities/experiences downtown instead of storefronts only
*Activate Mission Plaza to reduce homeless population

Appendix G

Downtown Concept Plan Survey Response Graphics

Downtown Concept Plan Open Ended Questions

Question 3:

Question 3: When you think about Downtown
SLO, what is the first thing that comes to mind?

# of
Responses

Look/Feel
ambiance, beauty, charm, character, vibrant, engaging,
historic, inviting

109

Local
small home town, slow pace, community, social, friendly,
familiar faces

Walkability

64

pedestrian friendly, accessibility, benches,…

38

Dining
Mission + Plaza
Parking
Shopping / Business

30
28
27

interesting, unique, mom/pop, local

Trees

27

lining streets, shade, beauty, lighted…

26

Bars
Small Scale

19

buildings, no. businesses, area…

Views
beauty, sky, hills, trees, creek,…

16
14

Farmers Market
Creek
walking, hanging out, beauty…
Activities

14
13

variety

11

Safe / Unsafe
Panhandlers

11

homelessness, vagrancy

Traffic
congestion, delivery trucks, infrastructure

Architecture
beautiful, historic, variety, residences

Events

10
9
7

plaza, Farmers' Market, movies,…

7

Tourists
People watching
Coffee Shops
Growth

7
6
5

rapid change, building height, loss of small town identity,
too much like Santa Barbara, over development, big
money

4

Mixed Use
Natural/Man-made balance: events, nature, museums,
shopping…

4

Over-crowded
Fremont Theatre
Bicycling
Focus not local

4
4
3

lack of support for downtown residents; caters too much
to tourism, students

3

Unsafe
Shopping / Business

3

rent too high, losing local, gaining chain, gentrification,
too trendy, too student/tourist, lack retail, too many
clothing

2

Art After Dark
Higuera Street
Lack of Hotels/Housing
Noise

2
2
1

bar crowds, drunkeness, traffic

1

Overly perfumed shops
Big Sky Café
Government / Civic Center
History Museum (Carnegie Library)

1
1
1
1

Novo
Post Office
SLO Museum of Art
TOTAL RESPONSES

1
1
1
538

Question 5:

Question 5: What do you like most about
Downtown SLO?
Look/Feel
ambiance, beauty, charm, character, vibrant,
engaging, historic, inviting
Walkability
pedestrian friendly, accessibility, benches,…
Local
small home town, slow pace, community, social,
friendly, familiar faces
Dining
Trees
lining streets, shade, beauty, lighted…
Shopping / Business
interesting, unique, mom/pop, local

# of
Responses
62
58
42
31
29
28

Small Scale
buildings, no. businesses, area…
Mission + Plaza
Creek
walking, hanging out, beauty…
Architecture
beautiful, historic, variety, residences
Activities
variety
Views
beauty, sky, hills, trees, creek,…
Mixed Use
Natural/Man-made balance: events, nature,
museums, shopping…
Events
plaza, Farmers' Market, movies,…
Safe
Maintenance
clean
People watching
Downtown Center Plaza
movies, book store, etc.
Farmers Market
Bicycling
Nightlife
Parking
Traffic
congestion, delivery trucks, infrastructure
Bars
Coffee Shops
Court Street
Novo
SLO Museum of Art
SLO Public Library
TOTAL RESPONSES

25
22
18
17
11
11
7
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
399

Question 6:

Question 6:
What do you dislike about Downtown SLO?
Panhandlers
homelessness, vagrancy
Traffic
congestion, delivery trucks, infrastructure
Parking
no space, meters, costly
Bars
too many!
Shopping / Business
rent too high, losing local, gaining chain,
gentrification, too trendy, too student/tourist, lack
retail, too many clothing
Maintenance
uncleanly, sidewalks, trash cans, gutters…
Growth
rapid change, too much, building height, loss of
small town identity, too tall, too much like Santa
Barbara, over development, big money
Focus not local
lack of support for downtown residents; caters too
much to tourism, students
Students
drunkeness, too many

# of
Responses
66
60
55
47

39

33

19

17
15

Activities
not enough entertainment, activity-based business
for seniors, families. Too much geared toward
students, tourists
Noise
bar crowds, drunkeness, traffic
Walkability
limited access, seating for mobility impaired
Over-crowded
Safe / Unsafe
Empty / under-utilized
store fronts, areas between the creek and the
backside of buildings along Higuera
Bicycling
not safe
Lack of Hotels/Housing
Dining
too many establishments
Tourists
Growth
stagnant
Outdoor smokers
Too many Frozen Yogurt, Sandwich, fast food
shops
Bubblegum Alley
Architecture
needs more contemporary style
Lack of outdoor patios
Look/Feel
too cutesy
Nightlife
lack of
Small Scale
buildings, no. businesses, area…
Trees
blocking views
Trees
too many being cut down
Government / Civic Center
new County Govt bldg
Court Street
Fanny Wrappers
TOTAL RESPONSES

12

12
8
7
6
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
433

Question 7:

Question 7: Name three buildings or places that
come to mind when you think of Downtown SLO
Mission + Plaza
Fremont Theatre
Creek
walking, hanging out, beauty…
Downtown Center Plaza
movies, book store, etc.
Higuera Street
Government / Civic Center
Court Street
Palm Theatre
Garden Street
SLO Public Library
Sinsheimer Bldg
Linnea's
SLO Museum of Art
History Museum (Carnegie Library)
Novo
Farmers Market
Luna Red
Wineman Hotel
Bubblegum Alley
Big Sky Café

# of
Responses
261
119
69
47
41
30
28
25
21
18
17
16
14
13
13
12
12
12
11
10

Chorro/Higuera
Firestone
JP Andrews
Architecture
beautiful, historic, variety, residences
Network
Trees
lining streets, shade, beauty, lighted…
Creamery
Views
beauty, sky, hills, trees, creek,…
Library (bar)
Boo Boo Records
Masonic Center
Post Office
Dining
Ah Louis
Anderson Bldg
Coffee Shops
Johnson Bldg
Ross / Beverly's Bldg
SLO Brew
Blue
McCarthey's
Sidecar
Woodstock's
Bars
Shopping / Business
interesting, unique, mom/pop, local
Apple Store
Banana Republic
Creekside Café/Brewery
Hands Gallery
Jamba Juice
Kreuzberg
Walkability
pedestrian friendly, accessibility, benches,…
Small Scale
buildings, no. businesses, area…
Bello Mundo
Bike Blvd.

10
10
10
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Black Horse Café
Black Sheep
Blast 825
Children's Museum
Chinatown
Ciopinot
Copelands
Creeky Tiki
Doc Burnstein's
Foster's Freeze
McLintock's
Mitchell Park
Monterey Street
Natural Café
Neiman Bldg
Peet's
Presbyterian Church
Sauer Adams Adobe
Starbucks
Warden Bldg
Bicycling
Art After Dark
Cal Poly Store
Chamber of Commerce
Cheap Thrills
Coverings
Frog and Peach
Frozen yogurt
Granada Hotel
Hiking Cerro San Luis
Humankind
Jack House
John Landon Art Gallery
Just Looking Gallery
Lotus Restaurant
Luis Wine Bar
Marsh St Parking
Morro Bike Blvd
Mountain Air
Parking Lot 14

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Paseo (Sephora)
Phoenix Bookstore
Que Pasa restaurant
SLO Little Theatre
The Habit Grill
Utility Box Art
Yoga Centre
TOTAL RESPONSES

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1035

Question 11:

Main themes from open ended Question 11 regarding future of
downtown and Mission Plaza
Preservation
Pedestrian and Bicycle
Infrastructure
Entertainment
Dining/Shopping
Limit Vehicular Use
Open Space
Homeless Issues
Amenities
Housing
Parking

144
60
47
41
39
37
32
31
19
16

Question 11
Is there anything else you'd like to add regarding the future of our downtown and
Mission Plaza?
More park space, consider closing Higuera street to vehicular traffic, more eateries with
outdoor seating
More activities, more retail, more art.
add more activities that are recurring and can be relied on as something to do. concerts in
the plaza, movies, plays, monthly craft sale, weekly dance class, fitness class, puppet,
comedy, whatever etc. It's beautiful in SLO most of the year, no reason that activities like
concert in the plaza need to be limited to a couple months per year.
More activities in Mission Plaza. And activity oriented businesses - like the art museum.
Help to fund the construction of the expanded art museum. And encourage family oriented
business - a skating rink perhaps?
Too many cars! Too many Big Names Stores, Not enough local stores, too many yogurt
shops.
I like the mission plaza the way it is. I'd like to see more housing, grocery stores, and
buildings with activities downtown.
Don't add concessions or vendors to Mission Plaza. Don't make it a concert venue.
incorporate elements that support use of bikes.
i'd like to see a permanent bike valet, or covered, protected bike parking, and other active
transportation facilities, such as water fountains and improved restrooms
Downtown is losing its charm. I grew up in SLO and it makes me sad to see all of the
development and tall buildings. It's losing the small-town feeling it used to have.Remember
the Snow White Creamery? It brings in negative, rude people who have no respect for the
community or the history of San Luis Obispo. I like to walk around downtown and try to
remember what shops used to be there, it used to have style and class.
i like it the way it is. Better bathrooms would be the only improvement I would like.
Expand the planning area down to Nipomo Street; Use Measure G funds to acquire the
Leitcher properties near the Children's Museum.
Stop building!!!
No
Get rid of the vagrant population. Aggressively and permanently.
Continue to offer activities and new businesses to attract people
Living on Palm, behind the mission, I am very aware that the mission plaza is negatively
impacted by the presence of travelling homeless groups and individuals. This alone is my
pick for the largest problem we face. As long as the creepy, dangerous vibe lurks there,
families and tourists will avoid it.
Higuera st should be pedestrian/bike access only between Osos and nipomo, and open up
sidewalk/patio seating for restaurants and allow more vendors to have small shops down the
middle.

The more popular it's made, the more crowded/congested it might become. That will deter
my attendance there. And yet, that concentration encourages development elsewhere less
expensive. Downtown is cute, no doubt. Are there other areas that can be similarly
enhanced to spread the load? I'm thinking of Portland, OR, clearly a much larger place, and
with pockets of commercial fun.
I would not change anything, certain times of year too may homeless congregate in the
plaza but doubt anything anything can be done to change that;
Keep it rustic and simple. Do not try to turn it into Disneyland please. I do not think vendors
are necessary other than for special events.
Expand pedestrian only access
The creek area could use a revitalization - making it more accessible/open and more of an
attraction with vendors,etc and keeping it clean would make the river a great place to be.
Bend oregon has some awesome park areas that border the river.
Increase/improve pedestrian and bike access while reducing some motor vehicle access.
However, do not restrict vehicle access to the point that it impacts circulation patterns. Major
arteries through downtown are still very important for circulation through the City.
I love the idea of expanding. Food trucks on Friday nights!!!!
It is important to place a higher priority on making the downtown area accessible to persons
with disabilities. This would include better parking, better maintained walkways and paths of
travel that have reduced grade.
Repair the bridge across the creek to the Network so that it is wheelchair friendly.
Seems fine the way it is except for the vagrant kids that loiter there.
Everything would be lost if the scale is changed
I don't believe any changes to Mission Plaza are needed. It should remain a casual, relaxed
family and cultural center, where people can reflect on the town, the Mission, and our
history. Regarding changes to downtown, DO NOT encourage more student drinking and
bar-hopping, and DO NOT turn SLO into a high-rise, big-money business center like Santa
Barbara. We want to see and be charmed by our surrounding hills and mountains.
Close some of the streets to traffic. Close sections of higuera? Or just 2 lanes and much
wider walkways on each side. Like pearl st in Boulder, CO.
None of the above. where is that option.The expansion or concessions in downtown would
ruin it.You don't need to attract more people to it it;s busy enough, Not everything is about
making money ! Go back to LA if you want to live like that. What happened to SLO growth
and Keeping greedy developers out of town? The planning commission is a disgrace for
allowing all the building it has in town and pretending like theyr'e making affordable
housing.There only building so rich people can move in and pushing out locals. There is no
water and the planning commision is ignorant in planning and be able to live within the
means and limited resources of a community. The planning commision shoud move back to
LA
keep in mind our Spanish/Mexican cultural heritage
Overall less bars and more all inclusive stuff for diverse community memebers.
Keep it or make it more bike and pedestrian friendly. People of course complain about
parking but that's just part of being a downtown
Don't mess with it. Just clean the creek.

I like it as is except for homeless. Expanding will cause more problems - pushing the
homeless into new areas, loss of road bypassing downtown and a direct link to Broad St.,
causing a traffic impact on Palm St. with 2 schools and entrance to the parking lot of the
Mission.
My wife and I like to ride our bikes into town and have a meal next to the creek over looking
Mission Plaza. Please don't do anything to ruin that atmosphere.
more shade trees in parking lots.
Is the Mission Plaza the only agenda on the table? I am happy with the Plaza. I worry about
more bars popping up and raising the height of the DT skyline and rents that are so high that
all our choices for shopping are chain stores because smaller businesses can't afford those
rents. We should be protecting and procuring a future that doesn't look like every other over
built city in California. Why don't we be the leaders in placing value in building a community
focused on keeping open spaces.
Plan with respect for the active parish of Old Mission Church.
Downtown is about getting people together more than ever. As retail moves online more
and more, downtown needs to primarily be a place for people to congregate and enjoy each
others' company. Higuera and Marsh are 5 cars wide, with three travel lanes and no
protected area for people riding bikes downtown. Please strengthen downtown's ability to be
a safe, accessible, and pleasant place for human beings to enjoy each other by calming
traffic, reducing travel lanes, eliminating on-street parking, and creating protected travel
facilities for cyclists and wider sidewalks for pedestrians.
Get rid of music that invades the space outside of shops. Shock and awe are closer
descriptions of the downtown than inviting and enjoyable.
keep building heights less than 50 ft
No vendors or concessions in the Plaza. Keep it like a park. There are enough places to
eat and shop on the main streets.
PLEASE keep the height limits for new developments at 45'. Too many developers getting
exemptions or pushing limits upwards with 'promises'. You are destroying the feel of our
downtown by allowing this and eliminating views of the morros and surrounding hillsides.
Extend no cars up Monterey. To Santa rosa
Control the use / abuse of both alcohol and smoking. Keep family friendly.
Close off the dog leg and make it a lawn with a path
If the dog-leg is closed, do on a trial basis first
Don't overbuild!!! The quality of life here is because of the simplicity!!
Need to take care of the homeless element. This is a huge deterrent and safety issue for the
whole area.
Do not close the dog leg of Mission Plaza , leave size as is. Seems like same people who
designed last version of the future are still intent on keeping their same vision
- I would like to see more street sections closed to ped/bike access only (e.g. garden st
block off of higuera).
- Larger sidewalks
- Family friendly entertainment establishments such as the upcoming bowling alley

Consider Cyclovias or PARK events. More conversions of areas to plazas like Court Street
and Downtown Center. Two-way cycle track (or separated bike path) on Higuera Street.
Make it a peaceful park for the weary. Honor the mission, local history. NO loud events, food
or bright lighting. Keep it classy. NO tall buildings to block views of the Morros. Use gas
lamps. NO to constant music groups..please don't junk this up with your GREED to attract
shoppers to increase business. Add more flowers.
People claim Mission Plaza is the center of SLO because there's no other real option.
Compared to the stretch of Higuera from Santa Rosa to Nipomo, Mission Plaza offers very
little in the way of activity, foot traffic, or even sights worth seeing. For this to change (if we
do in fact want it to change), there must be some kind of walkable central corridor developed
between Higuera and Mission Plaza. As it stands, Chorro St. is NOT that kind of corridor.
Broad St. is NOT that kind of corridor. The three options I could envision filling such a role
would be (A) closing Monterey to traffic and shifting focus to development around
Chorro/Monterey to form a kind of grand entrance into the plaza, (B) mandating that all
Higuera businesses between Chorro and Broad have both south and north-facing entrances
(like Ross does), or (C) buying out one or more properties on the north side of Higuera
between Chorro and Broad (Mission Mall, for example; Garden St. extension, even better)
and constructing a grand entrance to the plaza that connects functional downtown to its
historical (rightful?) center.
The groups of males sitting and lying around on lawns and benches who are apparently
homeless are a detraction rather than an attraction.
1. Parking availability and infrastructure needs to be addressed. Lots of bike riders not
paying attention & create a danger for both themselves & drivers. Keeping in mind that a lot
of people visiting downtown are tourists the one way roads, etc. are also difficult to follow.
Town wasn't built to handle the current demands infrastructure wise.
2. Downtown starting to lose its small town "charm" as it becomes more crowded. Farmer's
Markets nights are already a challenge for locals.
3. Continue to address the homeless problem.
4. Keep height restrictions for new development to help maintain views and small town feel.
Taller buildings detract from the view and makes it feel more crowded.
I recognize that "the market" is speaking, but there are too few retail outlets, and even fewer
that are actually interesting. Would be great to see SLO Little Theatre and Art Museum
become bona fide tourist attractions -- would raise the cultural level. .
Mission plaza should have some activities, but not concessions. That takes away from what
it is. It is the door step to an active church not a tourist trap.
Accessible to power chairs and people with disabilities. Easier parking.
I think there should be a food truck park at the back part of the Mission Plaza by the History
Center.
Consider closing Monterey to traffic between the Mission and Santa Rosa, but still allowing
cross traffic; move Farmers Market there. Extend Creek Walk to the South until Bob Jones
trail, add a bike trail and exercise stations along it.
I like mixed uses--different strokes for different folks-- and would like to emphasize some of
the history more with signs etc Do things to get rid of the transients at night--it's scary
sometimes. Love lawns but only if recycled water used.

more police would probably solve the above quickly and simply
This is the Mission, and the area around it should be a quiet, meditative place, out of respect
for the Mission itself. Do not turn it into a noisy carnival environment. Plant more gardens,
fountains, places to sit and enjoy the space. Don't desecrate what has always been
considered holy grounds. Make our forefathers proud by remembering "Less is more."
Regarding the lighting, please keep it soft, gas lamp style. Concerning the Mission Church
as the heart of the Plaza, do not be misled into crowding its sacred and central role by
adding vendors and play equipment. Learn from the European examples: in England the
Gothic cathedrals keep a campus of green around the perimeter which offsets the special
and sacred character of the cathedrals. They attract the tourists by their beauty. Tourists are
attracted by the Mission's beauty and photograph it and visit it. On the European continent
cities like Cologne and Vienna have built commercial centers and allow vendors which
cramp/degrade the individual worth of the edifice which was the historic heart, and the most
noble and beautiful. Tourists prefer the preserved beauty of an environment, rather than
vulgarizing it with commerce and food. There is already a restaurant next to the Plaza, and
across the creek plenty of eateries and commerce. Keep the pure quality of the PLaza for its
own centuries old claim as the heart of SLO.
Regarding the lighting, please keep it soft, gas lamp style. Concerning the Mission Church
as the heart of the Plaza, do not be misled into crowding its sacred and central role by
adding vendors and play equipment. Learn from the European examples: in England the
Gothic cathedrals keep a campus of green around the perimeter which offsets the special
and sacred character of the cathedrals. They attract the tourists by their beauty. Tourists are
attracted by the Mission's beauty and photograph it and visit it. On the European continent
cities like Cologne and Vienna have built commercial centers and allow vendors which
cramp/degrade the individual worth of the edifice which was the historic heart, and the most
noble and beautiful. Tourists prefer the preserved beauty of an environment, rather than
vulgarizing it with commerce and food. There is already a restaurant next to the Plaza, and
across the creek plenty of eateries and commerce. Keep the pure quality of the PLaza for its
own centuries old claim as the heart of SLO.
Reduce the number of bars and semi-bars pretending to be restaurants.Quit building more
and more tall buildings.

The city should build on downtown's relatively good walkability by carefully crafting an even
more human-centric, convivial design and atmosphere. Parklets and bike corrals should be
added where there is support from a majority of the businesses on the respective block.
Curb extensions should be a priority to enhance pedestrian safety and comfort (bonus if they
also provide stormwater filtration). Street design should discourage motor vehicle speeds
over 20 mph ("slow zone" concept). Transit should continue to be an important mode for
getting to-from downtown.
Strongly support expanding Mission Plaza to the "dogleg", and making the rest of Monterey
(Nipomo to Santa Rosa) "car lite". Monterey's streetscape and building envelope from
Chorro to Santa Rosa is nearly pitch perfect, but the feeling is lessened by the autofavoritism of the many turn channelizations, which constrict sidewalk space.
Land use: continue to support infill development, and encourage more affordable housing.
Auto parking should be convenient, but not underpriced. The City should continue with its
momentum of consolidating parking to existing and planned decks, but also put its money
where its mouth is by letting some developments pay-in-lieu instead of providing their own
parking. The City should allow 4-5-story building heights, where appropriate and welldesigned...but mix those in with 2-3-story buildings (height diversity is good).
Finally a few specific points: follow through with safety report recommendation and provide
lead pedestrian interval at Monterey and Santa Rosa, and do more to limit on-street parking
at corners where it impedes sight distance and bus maneuverability.
Clean out the vagrants.
Don't lose the beautiful charm it currently has now, just improve it.
Yes. The Old Mission should be able to hold parish events in the plaza without having to
pay a use fee as originally agreed upon verbally.
Mission plaza is first and foremost about the Mission. Every consideration of change should
be with the impact on the Mission top of mind.
close Monterey between the Mission and Morro

The last downtown concept plan was treated as a binding document by City planners. With
regard to Monterey St. between Broad and Nipomo St., the entire plan for the block showed
the demolition of my office, the Bello House, and the Leicher Apartments, and the Spradlin
building. The unintended impact of this designation was significant: (1) We were always
discouraged from investing what we would have preferred in the property due to its
designated demotion. (2) The Spradlin Family took a defensive position of holding the
existing property as is, without any changes at all. (3) The Leitcher Heirs feared the
demolition and acquisition of their property and sold it to an investor doctor, who held it and
then sold it to developers, loosing millions of dollars in future equities. (4) To avoid any
possibility of facing the demotion and acquisition of the property, we optioned the
undeveloped portions to the developers, who obtained approvals for 4-5 five story buildings
in areas designated for an amphitheater and cultural uses. The old concept plan, at least on
this block, dramatically affected investor and owner behavior, and lead to an extensive
densification directly opposite of what the "concept plan" contemplated. The lesson is:
Before assigning uses and designs which are contrary to the preferences of the property
owners, obtain their consent and participation before imposing "design" on their property
which are against their interests. While design concepts may seem innocuous, they can
have significant long term consequences, in wealth redistribution, retarding investment,
encouraging developer speculation, and resulting in a chain of events which creates a result
not resembling the design concepts.
Don't consider it a park. Parks should be elsewhere.
Get the bums out
DON'T MESS WITH MISSION PLAZA!!!!!. it is beautiful and spiritual AS IT IS!!!
NO TALL BUILDINGS, and no new buildings over 3 stories
I am very much opposed to major changes to our Plaza. I would like to see improvements
that include additional lighting and gently moving our transient population away from this
area.
I am very concerned about what is happening to Mission Plaza. As a church member of the
Mission we have been disrupted in our ability to pray with all the noise that already goes on
in the plaza. Loudspeakers have disrupted funerals and weddings and I think that is callous
and disrespectful.
NO TALL BUILDINGS !!!!!!!!!! Our viewshed is one of our best features. Don't let developers
ruin the Fremont sign with another tall building. Embrace and keep our uniqueness, it's why
people live and visit here. We're losing it, don't be swayed by 'affordable housing' promises,
do you really think that people paying over one million for what's being built on Marsh
between Santa Rosa & Toro fall under the 'workforce' salaries? I don't know of anyone that
works downtown that would be able to live there. (same for many areas in the rest of the
city, like the proposed Avila Ranch; and where's the water coming from? I already conserve
a bunch and won't do it for more housing that only LA transplants can afford). Think and
encourage more family mobile home communities if you want affordable housing. Ok, back
to the downtown area: Do something about the panhandling, more larger No Smoking signs
are really needed, more trash cans are needed around the perimeter; if one gets a yogurt or
drink, there are very few places to toss the empty container outside the 'core'.
I love the ambiance of downtown including the creek and views of the hills. It would be a
shame to lose that with tall buildings. Over the past decade it has been increasingly more
uncomfortable due to the growing population of transients/homeless and panhandling.
Shut down Higuera to traffic. Make it a walking plaza. Allow dogs at Farmer's market. I
don't go there for that reason. More bike parking. Stop adding bars and chain stores.

Expand Farmer's market into it?
Close off the streets to cars making it a purely pedestrian many blocks area. Incorporate the
creek as a prominent feature turning activities towards it. Create different event spaces were
permanent and ephemeral activities could happen. Make it a LIVE space !!!
Less homeless people.
Stop making the plaza into a circus
Stop making this a place just for tourists and make it a nice place for those of us who live
here
Some streets will have to be car-free. It would be really nice to have something to do
downtown other than eat, drink and shop!
The restrooms should be better maintained. Charging to use the restrooms could help.
Using something similar to the updated parking meters.
I don't like the "improvements" suggested in Number 10 above; leave it as is.
Why isn't one of the choices for improvements toning down the loud events? Every
selection you gave is for more, more, more. I don't want 'more'. There's really no reason
those amplifiers are turned up as loud as they are.
Don't mess with Mission Plaza. It's just right as it is. Expanding it is stupid -- you'll mess up
traffic flow, and it's totally unnecessary. What would fill the expansion on a daily basis? It will
be a ghost plaza. Being able to close Broad Street for special events is all that's needed.
Keep the plaza a friendly quiet place on a daily basis, with opportunity for lively events every
once in a while, just like now.
1. Noisy events summer Friday nites only . Soft music groups other times?
2. Few more seating areas and at few at Bear Fountain
3. NO PLAYGROUND. Since parents have to stay right with children--do that at
CHILDRENS' MUSEUM and MITCHELL PARK
4. People eat at downtown venues/AVOID extra mess/clean up in Plaza.
5.Extra Plaza lighting means ONLY Soft lights in trees and Old Fashioned gas lamp street
lights
6. AVOID AT ALL COSTS BUILDINGS THAT OBSCURE MORRO VIEWS AND
SKYSCAPE. THEY ARE WHAT MAKE THIS TOWN UNIQUE.
Love the direction the downtown is headed. Could be interesting to incorporate more of
SLO/Mission History into exhibits throughout the Downtown...not just Mission Plaza.
I would like to see an expansion of pedestrian space and a reduction to the vehicle
infrastructure. A pedestrian only street along Higuera, Marsh, or Monterey would be ideal. I
would like to have more restaurants with sidewalk dining or open air merchants. I do not see
why we need 3 lanes of one way traffic plus 2 sides of a street for parking. That is 5 lanes
dedicated to vehicles, when downtown should be dedicating more space to those walking
and biking to visit the amenities of downtown.
yes. Decrease the 3 traffic lanes to two and widen the sidewalks to ease the flow of
pedestrian traffic.

I would love to see higuera no longer used for vehicle traffic, like Santa Monica.
I think the Mission Plaza is lovely. If it is changed in any way I think the planners should
remember that it is space in front of a church. It shouldn't be too commercial.
Stay small! Build on community - not monetary wealth. Make it for the people, by the people
- get us involved in all big processes and projects.
Keep the park - like feel along the creek, just expand it.
I would love to see more companies that offer things to do (example: art bar) and less
companies that are places to drink.
develop a plan for the creek
Quality Restrooms; the current ones do not represent our lovely city well to tourists
to listen more to the people who live here before asking for outside advice, esp from those
who will profit without forethought of those who ACTUALLY live here.
No more blocked streets.
I understand the new money wants to make us like Santa Barbara, but please don't.
Do not chase away existing downtown homeowners
Improve the public restroom quality
Make Higuera completely pedestrianized (allow shop owners vehicle access during early
morning hours). Marsh should be calmed further with downtown parking moved to parking
structures.
I'd like to see wider sidewalks and more on-sidewalk seating for shops and/or parklets.
Although I'd prefer that the seating and parklets be located away from the buildings, on the
street side of the sidewalk. This would create a more efficient pedestrian flow. Currently the
seating that we have is next to the buildings which forces the pedestrian flow to weave
around them and the trees/poles/etc. that are by the street. I have a friend who is legally
blind (uses a cane) who has complained that this causes a lot of difficulty for him.
We need more people-scale walkable shopping including a grocery store and a gym for all
the downtown residents we have and want more of.
Limit the height of all building to 2 stories, not 45, nor 70 feet. While we have a few 4 story
building Do Not build anymore. We are quickly losing the surrounding hill side views from
the downtown and so many downtown streets are now in the shadows. Thus will get worse
the higher you build. Take a look at Napali Beach in Maui, Hawaii. A very successful tourist
attraction that limits building height to 2 stories. We need to follow this wisdom. Don't lose
the very essence what makes downtown special, which is a small quant downtown where
locals go and tourist appreciate.
No more building. Downtown is losing its small town feel.
The bathrooms in the Plaza attract transients. I would never use them. I go to local
businesses to use bathroom. I think Higuera should be blocked off for pedestrian use. Like
pearl St in Boulder, CO.
I do not want to see the area turn into a vendor area. Enhancing the park like setting with
strategic events throughout the year make sense but the mission should not become a
carnival like setting.
Design features should discourage transients from gathering in the plaza.
Focus on decreasing the number of homeless that loiter in the area. Also post more and
larger "No Smoking" signs and actually enforce the ordinance.

I am concerned that there is so much building going on that our precious city is going to start
to have a closed in feeling. If the 75 foot Firestone Building is approved, our city will have a
more congested feeling.
A parking structure directly adjacent to the freeway, and some type of conveyance system to
bring people (wallets and purses and appetites) to downtown and leave the cars somewhere
else.
I don't see the need for many, if any, changes to Mission Plaza. It is lovely just the way it is!
more housing downtown. young professionals are leaving for Los Osos, MB, and
Atascadero as there are not enough affordable choices
Don't put concessions/vendor in the mission plaza! Yuck! That should be kept an open
space to enjoy the outside there are stores everywhere else in downtown slo. Please!
A new building for the San Luis Obispo Museum of Art is very important
Protect small local businesses
I don't like to add anything but i would like to fix things and refresh it.
Please do not commercialize the Mission Plaza. I would love for it to be revered as a place
of religious, historical context. Open outdoor space. Please no outside vendors.
No vendors, please. Perhaps we could respect its original intention, as a Mission (and, now,
a historical place of interest). It doesn't need to be any more commercialized.
I loved how unique downtown stores were when I first moved here 10 years ago. It bums me
out to see so many chains come in and squeeze the little guys out. It would be great to see
the city do something about encouraging diversity in downtown businesses (i.e. discouraging
3 frozen yogurt shops on one block).
Just like Ken S did when he came up with closing off Monterey and creating this space, be
bold. It's an iconic "center" space that very few cities have the opportunity of building around.
The downtown will adapt and grow around it just as it did before.
Music more often. More benches to sit and converse. Better restroom facilities.
It was the heart of SLO many years ago. Now, I won't go in the plaza with my children. I was
harassed by a transient and felt extremely uncomfortable. I do NOT want to expand the
mission plaza or see any changes until it reduces the likelihood of homeless and transients
using it as "their space".
Use LOVR & Madonna road areas as examples of what NOT to do in or any nearer
downtown. There are hundreds of other places in CA you can have that exact same
experience for those that seem to want it.
Acknowledge that this space currently borders on acting as an attractive nuisance. I grew
up playing in and spending a lot of time around the creek area and Mission plaza. It
frustrates and disappoints me that it now serves as a collection area for transients, travelers
and druggies. Why are we so soft on people that add nothing to our community and limit our
use of areas such as the plaze by creating public safety concerns?
Keep it in better repair and cleaner
Keep it safe and clean for everyone.
Plan for autonomous cars. They will be here soon.

1. Adopt these concept plans as part of the General Plan, with an ordinance to require their
guidance to be followed if feasible by all commissions and the City Council. No more
optional implementation!
2. Use cautious restraint in thinking of ways to "enliven and "make vibrant" the downtown
and the plaza. Eliminate the noisy scenes and impacts from bars and plaza events.
3. Find areas outside the downtown core to encourage housing - such as uptown Monterey
area closer to the new Smart and Final store.
4. Use the "anchor mall" concept to identify department store sites on the old French hospital
block (Rossi) and the Wells Fargo block, which are 1/4 mile from Chorro Street. Examine
Walnut Creek for this kind of concept!
5. Examine the heights of existing buildings and likely results to their character if replaced by
4 and 5-story buildings. Restore the 50-foot height limit in the CD zone, and consider
increasing limits from 45 to 50 and maybe 60 feet outside the CD zone, to focus housing
there.
6. Reduce or eliminate the "paseo" concept for interior block shopping, unless the street
block faces are also fronted with significant shops. No more blank walls as were allowed on
Morro Street ! Widen sidewalks on Higuera Street by reducing traffic lanes from 3 to 2.
7. Emphasize the limits of adult entertainment in downtown, yet encourage dining without
morphing to bars, and allow small late night clubs if entirely enclosed and sound proofed.
Examine the Santa Monica Third Street Promenade allowed uses - there are no bars! But,
there is almost nothing but national brands in stores.
8. Find other areas where young adults can congregate and go clubbing, such as the
Foothill, Madonna Plaza shopping centers.
9. Encourage the intensification of shopping centers, with mixed use housing and
entertainment for young renters and families at reasonable hours - infill these large centers
with parking garages and a mix of regional, local shopping and residential living.
10. Emphasize that downtown is too small-scale to redevelop into mid-rise residential
buildings. Keep it at the 2 and 3-story scale that is encouraged by the Community Design
Guidelines and the existing concept plan. Relieve downtown of the obligation to be all
things; remember that its existing scale and the trees are what made it famous!
Would love to see a pedestrian mall on Higuera, designated bike and skateboard paths, and
re-routing traffic around downtown.
Fine balance between charm and growth. There needs to be updating and expansion to
provide better dining and shopping options. Better upkeep is needed if it is going to be the
focal point of SLO.
Keep it "small town" and people friendly! I do NOT want SLO to turn into Pasadena or Napa
in the next 20 years! Excess development could destroy it all, and traffic is getting worse and
worse. And what about water?
Combine the restroom safety & improvements with local concessions/vendor (?cafÃ©),
access to the creek and the entrance to the Art Museum to make an attractive whole.

Make it less attractive for the homeless to congregate there during the late afternoon.
Make sure that people have safe ways to bike and walk to all of these improvements. We
don't need to clog up downtown with more parking spaces for cars.
Seems like lots of parking lots downtown are being replaced by new developments, but no
added parking has been added. Probably should be addressed sooner rather than later
We typically avoid spending leisure time in the plaza these days because of the amount of
homeless that are fixtures there.
Get rid of the homeless people and dogs. Light up the creek path for walking. Encourage the
Luna Red building to have a deck that looks over the creek.
1. Adopt these concept plans as part of the General Plan, with an ordinance to require their
guidance to be followed if feasible by all commissions and the City Council. No more
optional implementation
Keep mission plaza as open as possible, and utilize space for events like Greek fair,
concerts in the plaza, Taste of slo etc
Please consider creating a pedestrian only area in a large part of downtown. There could be
parking build up on either ends of the pedestrian thoroughfare.
Open up the creek area to the plaza so there is not a division between them.
The changes in elevation are pretty, but create a safety problem. There shouldn't be any
area of the mission plaza that couldn't be easily observed from the access points to the
plaza. We shouldn't be surprised to find a gathering of transients in a low lying area when
we are halfway through the plaza.
Please, keep commercial concessions out of MP
Actually it is fine the way it is. I don't think it needs any improvement.
Figure out how to keep the transients/druggies from hanging out around the Mission. More
patrol, keeping the bushes trimmed, maybe restrooms which you have to put a quarter in?
Close as much of Higuera as possible to vehicular traffic, adding landscaping, pedestrian
walkways and benches where vehicles formerly traveled.
I think it is very important to make a downtown for everyone. You asked me the three places
or buildings that come to mind when I think about downtown. Those answers are very
different from 20 years ago when my two kids were growing up. If you asked me 15 years
ago the answers would have been The Creek, Country Culture Yogurt store and the Mission
Plaza. Now that my kids are grown, it is restaurants movie theaters. It is very important to
keep that in mind. The Mission Plaza is the heart of our downtown. We get to see fun
music on Friday nights, kid craft fares, start points for awareness walks, art shows and in
general a great place to gather. I think it is important to have a place for the community to
gather. The Mission Plaza is a jewel, and must be cherished by all SLO residents.
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Expand plaza west to Nipomo st. Close Broad St. from Palm to Higuera
Please clean up/enhance the creek area. Make it more accessible and safe, create a
walking path, etc.
More pedestrian feel featuring traffic and parking moved to Palm and Pacific. Make Higuera
St. single lane with a few areas for short term unloading and deliveries. Wider side walks
with more outdoor eating. In order to get traffic through town, eliminate at least one lane of
parking on Pacific and make it one way. Maybe close off Broad between Palm and Higuera,
as well as Monterey St. from Broad to Nipomo St. More public art in the pedestrian areas
that this would create. ( change the spelling of results from results at the end of the survey.
Actually it brought a smile to my face:)
God bless Ken Shwartz! Maintenance is vital, as is continuing to develop cultural
attractions around the plaza.
regarding 10 . . . too bad there's no choice for "it's fine the way it is".
Please continue to use the existing buildings for new businesses and event spaces. We
don't need to tear anything down unless it is a safety hazard.
Cut off Higuera and make the entire street between Santa Rosa and Nipomo walk-only.
Make Marsh 2-way to allow traffic to get to South Higuera.
Thank you for this effort!
permanently close off two to four blocks of Higuera Street to make it pedestrian only. Brick it
in and have outdoor cafes etc. and allow restaurants to have outdoor seating, just like our
sister city Boulder CO.
I don't think we need to have an event every single weekend in Mission Plaza. It is nice to
have a weekend to simply enjoy downtown. More outdoor space and less street parking.
Tall buildings are ok in downtown, that's where tall buildings are supposed to be in a city.
Support for cultural corridor museums.
Convert Adobe to visitors center. Update restrooms and make the arbor level with the plaza
so it gets used. More lighting at night . There are too many alcohol outlets. Fewer bars would
make it more family friendly. Make city walkable for all.
Please make it more bike friendly!! I'd love to see a walking or biking only downtown, even if
it was just a small portion.
You didn't give keeping quiet time as an option above. Those so-called "improvements" are
all for active recreation. Where's the ability to keep it as quiet place for people to enjoy?
Keep it safe.

I would not like to see concessions or vendors in the Mission Plaza, there are enough places
nearby that people could buy food at and then walk to the Plaza. I think that it should be
more of a park area than a business area where people are trying to sell things. I also think
that there is sometimes a problem with many homeless people congregating in the Mission
Plaza. I think it would be nice if the Mission Plaza was somewhere people could go in the
evening as well, maybe if some more lighting was added (but not floodlight-like street lamps,
more like the lights on the trees of Higuera St perhaps)
Need to create an atmosphere where events are primarily geared toward families, rather
than young college age adults. All ages should be able to use Mission Plaza without
concern for drunkenness and homeless behavior. Even early evening events should be
more family oriented.
It's being overtaken by students and their families who visit. May as well call the town Cal
Poly. Also, I dispise the high density living you're promoting with all the apartments.
More residents, Please develop the creek area to be more connected
We have no interest in closing Broad Street / Monterey to traffic as it would allow too much
dead space and allow for vandalism more so than we have currently.
I would love to see a Permanent Carousel project as a community artists' project like the one
in Santa Barbara or in Albany, Oregon (albanycarousel.com). This could be a wonderful long
term project for the city. I see it being built either in a restructured Mission Plaza, or in the
current parking lot at Nipomo/Higuera (right across the bridge from the Children's Museum!)
Keep up the good work in making our downtown safe and friendly for families. Let's not
make it just a downtown for the higher income retired folks, lets make sure it is welcoming to
all ages and incomes.
Public art, with a community engagement component, could be use to activate the plaza for
any new hardscape or sidewalks to be built/rebuilt (without eating into usable event space.
Coupling the construction budget with the public art budget.could go a long way versus
"standing or isolated public art additions.) Mission Plaza should be a feature on any future
arts district.
- Eliminate parking on Higuera to discourage traffic and widen sidewalks.
- Need throughway (court street-esque) to Monterey st. closer to Mission Plaza (close off
Chorro?)
- Sense of safety is paramount. Need to do more to discourage pan handling, loitering, and
sleeping downtown.

You should remove the current restrooms. They are a magnet for transients and are
unclean, unsafe and ugly. consider installing a new city type of restrooms, metal, oval
shaped and locate in a less obtrusive place.
I believe that the Plaza should be expanded into the Dog Leg, however, please be careful in
"how" this is accomplished. My suggestion would be to pave the area of the Dog Leg so that
it looks like and feels like a part of the Plaza, but can remain open for access and parking
during times when there is not a need for the space. when there is an event, then the plaza
will look and function like a unified part of the whole. Perhaps at sometime in the future,
when the Historical Museum, Museum of Art and other cultural facilities are up and running,
there may be merit in closing it permanently.
Open up the plaza along Chorro st. so you can see into it easier from the street and makes it
more inviting to enter.
Finally, please consider that the south side of the Creek, behind the shops on Higuera is
really part of the Plaza and should be addressed in this plan.
Would like to see more single level housing for retired people. We prefer to live in walkable
communities with services such as library, art museum, plaza, theater, shops, professional
offices, good restaurants, city services. Condos with stairs and near beer joints force us to
leave SLO.
Please keep it charming. It's bordering on not having locals use it because of the changes
you're making on all the hotels for out of town people. Please focus on the people that
actually live here.
I like it the way it is. I'd rather you return my tax dollars than spend it on unnecessary
changes.
#5: outdoor eating, activities in community
#6: safety
#5: Some lovely bldgs, open area at Plaza. Easy parking structures or within several blocks
walk
#6: Many changes in walking surfaces ready to trip up a person.
Expanding Mission Plaza equally important at level 1, but will take time to do!
#5: Small scale, some interesting shops, friendly salespeople.
#6: Needs better shopping, better restaurants, more open space, more outdoor dining.
#9: Expand Mission Plaza, Add more lighting high priorities (1); Create more usable space
(3); Activate plaza, Locate concessions (5)
Slow the cars and add a bike lane.
Fix arbor area- make same level as original plaza. Better for disabled and dancing
Expand to Santa Rosa
Like: lights in trees are MAGIC. More Lighting: tree lighting, ambient
Getting over-crowded. Too much development, esp. when facing climate change/drought
cultural core

Dislike: the attempts to increase bldg height ordinances
Like: can see hills, people safe and friendly
Dislike: Growing too fast, new buildings too high
Dirty - needs quarterly cleaning from business owners and City of SLO
Lighting - not just area, but {unreadable comment}
Expand Mission Plaza for events only, leave Monterey to Broad open! And connection to
Palm, too. Close for events only. Relocate restrooms inside a new building such as History
Center or Art Center
pedestrian disamenities include: signs, poles, tree uprooting, sidewalks too narrow
too many bars and breweries
I also like places to meet up with friends; Dislike young homeless crew who break into my
car
Also think of Fremont Theater
Must be safer for family activities
with chain stores, it looks like everywhere else
Remove lawns: cost too much to maintain, use too much water
anything to link the plaza with the rest of downtown - and make sure pedestrians know the
various ways they can access the plaza
Multiple connections between the Mission Plaza and the shops and restaurants along
Higuera St.
Higher densities are needed including workforce housing and adequate parking
If you close the dog leg, do it on a trial basis first to make sure that it is going to be
successful
The first tour about the Mission Plaza update was led by an RRM member who seemed
open to suggestions and ideas. The second walking tour was led by an indivudal who
seemed married to maximizing footprints for developers. Please listen to residents. There
are thousands that want views and livability preserved. I am very concerned about the area
north of Santa Rosa. Seriously? 75-foot tall buildings and another hotel and transit center
there as well? It is not the best planning. Please protect the view shed. Whatever is allowed
there will dictate a precedent for future buildings from there through Johnson Avenue. Also,
the area south of Nipomo was not addressed. Those buildings should also be kept low and
staggered from the street to the interior of the lot.
Lastly, on the top of parking garages, there should be restaurants so that the public can
enjoy the views. It is a bit silly that some of the best 360 degree, public views in town are
from the top of our parking garages. A restaurant or two would allow for income and
destinations for residents and tourists.
Assist the homeless find services, and greater law enforcement presence. I would love to
see some sort of social services program that dispenses tokens for a coin operated, self
cleaning, sleeping pods to serve and provide those homeless that refuse to go to the shelter
or are not qualified due to drug addiction, a safe place to sleep and an alternative to sleeping
and polluting our local creeks. Something like the Japanese are doing in their airports. Also
24 hour restrooms to service Poly students and the homeless population.

Having some small cafe or coffee shop along the plaza would be great, maybe associated
with the Museum of Art. Also would be great to have a more public use for the adobe than
just storage. Extension of the History Museum?
Keep it simple, keep it quality,
I think it is fine just the way it is and does not need anything to be done to it to attract people.
Keep it small. More local businesses. Put the Gap, Abercrombie and Fitche's, etc. in the strip
malls.
I'd love to see Mission Plaza expanded to include Higuera St: Close down Higuera to a
single lane and only allow in delivery trucks from Osos St. to Nipomo St. Allow sidewalk
cafe's and increase foot traffic. We need an additional parking structure which would replace
the lot on Nipomo and Higuera. Or where the parking lot is on the corner of Pacific/Nipomo.
Fix the downtown sidewalks! It is hard to enjoy the space when you are constantly trying to
avoid tripping and falling.
I do not like the new trend toward buildings over three floors tall since they will further
crowd the downtown and the streets and take away our lovely views from the pedestrians.
To expand the plaza , Monterey st. needs to be closed to all but pedestrians from Broad to
the end at Nipomo St. Perhaps the block adjacent to the side of the mission also. No
automobiles.
Some sort of rent control to enable more diversity of business and recreationsl activity.
As indicated in the answer above, additional lighting near the art museum would make that
corridor much more pedestrian friendly at night. It's very dark once the sun goes down, so
my daughter and I tend to walk up Chorro Street (which isn't much brighter, actually), and
feels less safe because cars drive way too quickly as they approach downtown. Additionally,
though I appreciate having the restrooms available, that area tends to attract transients who
can be hostile at times (which is another reason we avoid that corridor at night). It's really a
shame, because the creek access, and access to restaurants right on the other side of the
bridge is so convenient. We'd really like to enjoy that space more than we're able to.
Additionally, I find it curious that the addition of CIE housing was so quickly approved for the
building on the corner of Chorro/Monterey (adjacent to Mission Plaza), yet the proposed
project at 1101 Monterey is meeting such opposition. Smart infill housing should be
embraced, especially in the downtown region.
Clean the homeless out - not safe for children
more pedestrian plaza space, less space for cars and parking
As mentioned above, please leave access to the front entrance of Old Mission accessible to
visitors & parishioners at all times.
Close off streets for pedestrian only areas.
Vendors should be allowed only on special occasions and in high quality booths
The downtown needs a better balance of shops vs. bars. More people living in an within
walking distance of the downtown will help stimulate other commercial uses.
Keep it cleaner. Get rid if panhandlers.
Keep the dogleg as is. Close off for special events only. Keep parking available. Church
needs it. History Center uses it, especially when doing projects. Downtown needs on-street
parking.

Please keep it park like and not commercial.
keep traffic and parking in mind when you change things.
Maintain the heritage while encouraging congregation, interaction, and relaxation.
Don't commercialize the plaza.
Question 10 does not allow for saying "no" to vendors and lighting in the plaza. I say no to
these ideas.
As a downtown resident, I'd like more attention paid to how things like noise, parking,
changes to traffic flow, etc. affect the quiet enjoyment of our neighborhoods and property
values.
There needs to be a stronger component of housing, particularly "affordable or "work-force"
in the downtown. In addition, a variety of smaller to medium size "market-rate" housing
options would be nice. In addition, ancillary uses should be developed as you might expect
in a neighborhood commercial area (groceries, drug store, etc.). I believe that with good
design and provision for a broad demographic and income range, this would be a very
attractive living option for many people in my generation.
I love the idea of downtown being our core area, I think the City has done a good job but
needs to continue the focus on infill projects that create density within the downtown core,
while pushing parking lots to the brim of downtown. I live on Dana Street and I would
appreciate it if parking was less congested, it's probably the closest street to downtown with
free street parking and I don't appreciate the volume of cars parked there all the time. I like
the idea of the Nipomo parking garage to hopefully alleviate some of the need for parking in
that area.
Need more high density workforce housing downtown
Mission Plaza feels tucked away/isolated from the rest of the downtown
The vagrant problem is out of control.
We need to remember change can be hard but it is good. We need to look to our younger
generation for how we want to grow and change.
Improve the restrooms; Provide lighting or other features to discourage illicit activities; Keep
it quaint (larger events can find a larger space elsewhere!); Preserve the creek and maintain
reasonable access to it; Encourage cultural core; No Santa Barbara-ization!; renew
old/unused buildings BEFORE constructing new!; maintain views of hills, restrict building
height
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